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WAIVER
While every effort is made by Yorkshire
CCC Southern Group to ensure the
accuracy and impartiality of articles in
this publication, it should be appreciated
that they may be based on, or contain,
information provided by Third Party
sources over which the Editor and
YCCCSG have no control, and which
may sometimes be out of date.
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Editorial
This is a full issue, so editorial comments will be kept to a minimum. Many thanks
to the various contributors, and please note that as always any members who
wish to contribute are very welcome to do so. I await further contributions in
the ‘My Favourite Yorkshire Match’ series.
I have said before that remarks here relating to events on the field run the risk
of being out of date by the time the final newsletter arrives on door steps. I will
therefore go no further than cautiously suggesting that so far (and this is writing
in the immediate aftermath of the superb win against Surrey), in the County
Championship at least, there has been some progress. The shape of the next
Yorkshire side is, arguably, becoming clearer. With this in mind, it is good to have
Ian Dews’ news update on the progress of the young hopefuls in the second
team. I look forward to seeing something of them in due course.
We have received a letter from Tony Roberts, expressing concern at the
information that newly signed quick bowler Duanne Olivier has already struck
ten batsmen on the head. He expresses unease at what strikes him as
intimidation, but then wonders whether he is just ‘out of touch with the modern
game’. Do members have any thoughts? My own reaction is to wonder whether
the wearing of helmets, which can hardly be opposed on safety grounds, has in
fact reduced the natural instincts of batsmen, and made them more likely to
take a hit. How often did Fred strike someone’s head? It would be hard to argue
that his approach to batsmen was less aggressive.
Finally, please note the information regarding dates for your diary, and in
particular the Annual Lunch. I hope to see many of you there.
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Is there anyone out there who would be willing to write for us
about the T20?

It is clear that the majority of our members focus their cricket
watching on the Championship games. However we should be
aware that the way forward in attracting new spectators,
especially the young, rests to a great extent with the shortest (so
far!) competition. Our lack of coverage of T20 in this publication
was raised at the AGM. One reason for this is that T20 matches
are usually regional, and the Southern Group’s membership is
unlikely to travel great distances for three hours cricket.
Nevertheless, a scribe for T20 would be most welcome. The
result does not have to be a series of match reports. I am not
looking for an extension to cricket’s version of Hansard, the
Bosifile, a historical source of unique character. An equally
personal response to a different competition is what is required.
A summary at the end of the competition would be fine, even if it
was based more on Sky and cricinfo than on match attendance.
Please get in touch if you have any ideas.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY 2019

June Hirst

MONDAY, 19 AUGUST – SCARBOROUGH
We have booked a table in the pavilion in the name of the Southern Group for
lunch on the second day of the county championship match against Notts. A
three course lunch costs £31.00, including VAT but excluding drinks, and will be
served at the match lunch interval. Please complete the enclosed application
form and return to June Hirst (address below) by Monday, 5 August, together
with your cheque. Please meet at the table.
Non-Yorkshire/non-Notts members attending the lunch will be able to gain
access to the pavilion at lunchtime by saying they are part of the Yorkshire CCC
Southern Group lunch party.
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WEDNESDAY, 11 SEPTEMBER – TAUNTON
A table has been booked in the Southern Group’s name at the nearby Princess
Royal pub, 24 Canon Street, Taunton TA1 1SW. The service there is quick and
efficient and there is no need to order food beforehand. Menus are available
on their website – www.princessroyaltaunton.co.uk – and lunch and drinks are
payable individually on the day.
Please email June – jmhirst@waitrose.com – by Wednesday, 4 September if
possible – if you wish to have lunch at the pub, so that we can give them an idea
of numbers. Please meet at the table.
N.B. As this is a September fixture, play will begin at 10.30am and the lunch
interval will therefore start at 12.30pm.

SATURDAY, 19 OCTOBER – ANNUAL LUNCH
We are returning to the Civil Service Club for our Annual Lunch this year. Our
guest speaker is Yorkshire Director of Cricket Martyn Moxon, who will be
accompanied by his wife Sue. We are hoping that Yorkshire President Geoff
Cope and Southern Group Patron Richard Hutton will also be able to come.
Please meet in the ground floor bar for drinks beforehand. There is a 10% service
charge on the price list for all drinks ordered at the table in the Dining Room,
but not for those purchased in the ground floor bar.
The address of the Civil Service Club is 13/15 Great Scotland Yard, London SW1A
2HJ, a short walk from Charing Cross station (main line, Northern and Bakerloo
tube lines) and is one of the roads between Northumberland Avenue and
Whitehall. Lunch is at 12.15 for 12.45pm, dress is lounge suits. Guests and ladies
are very welcome. A raffle will be held during the afternoon for group funds.
Tickets are £39.00 each for a 3 course lunch and coffee. Please return the
enclosed application form to June (address below) by Friday, 11 October.

Joint cheques may be sent for more than one event. June’s address is 5
Stanhope House, 38-40 Shepherds Hill, London N6 5RR
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Articles
MEET THE PLAYERS – 28 MAY

Paul Graham

The old adage – “never meet your heroes” - was tested on the evening of the
second day of the championship game against Hampshire at Headingley
(Tuesday 28th May). Members were invited into the Long Room to meet the
Yorkshire players half an hour after the end of the day’s play. Any reluctance to
do so may well have been allayed by the offer of a free drink at the bar! The
weather conspired to reduce the numbers of those lining up for their
complimentary pint of Tetley’s. A long rain delay saw the departure of many
members before the umpires returned to oversee a late finish. Evidently though,
many had lingered in the Long Room to ensure that the turnout was a
respectable one.
Whether there was any apprehension amongst the players as to the dangers of
their being cornered by a former club player explaining to them where they were
going wrong, I don’t know. As it transpired, the evening seemed to progress well.
Jonathan Tattersall spoke to the group I was with about his conversion to wicket
keeping and his awareness that he needed to score some more runs (it was
particularly pleasing to see him score an unbeaten fifty on the final day). Gary
Ballance talked about his tremendous current form and posed for the inevitable
selfie. Ben Coad was clearly delighted to meet the other individual whose twin
sporting passions are Yorkshire CCC and Newcastle United AFC. Perhaps
inevitably, David Willey was asked about his reaction to being at Headingley
instead of in the Team England Select 15 for the World Cup. He responded with
the dignity that his reaction on social media had led one to expect. Your match
correspondent went out of his way to make new recruit Dom Bess feel at home
in his new surroundings by reminiscing about his own experiences on cricket
tours to Devon and the West country.

Yorkshire are to be congratulated on this happy innovation. Other counties do
it but this was a first for the white rose county. The players, too, deserve the
gratitude of members for coming to mingle with them and being so open
immediately after play and therefore delaying their departure for their evening
6

meal. I hope that the experiment was officially considered to be successful
enough to be repeated in due course.

News from Headingley:

YCCC 2nd X1 Update

Ian Dews

This is the first of, hopefully, regular updates throughout the season in an
attempt to keep everyone informed re our results, progress and forthcoming
fixtures. As this is a first attempt any comments/feedback would be appreciated,
either through the normal channels or, if the comments are good, direct to
myself.
The first part of the season has seen us complete our 1-day Trophy fixtures and
play 5 of our 8 scheduled Championship fixtures. Despite the damp weather we
completed all our 6 Trophy group games winning 4 and losing 2 finishing top of
the North group. This brought us a home semi final against Kent at Scarborough
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that, unfortunately, ended in a 6 wicket defeat. Circumstances dictated that in
those 7 games we used 24 players.
In those games 2 centuries were made – Will Fraine 121 and Harry Brook 144
(Will made a total of 343 runs at 49) and 7 other scores over 50. On the bowling
front there were 6 occasions of bowlers taking 3 wickets or more in an innings.
Jordan Thompson taking 12 wickets at 15.92 and Josh Poysden 10 at 26.90.
The Championship games have been rain affected with the 2 games at Harrogate
ending in draws due to time lost to the weather. We were well beaten at
Kibworth by Leicestershire but won well at Kidderminster to beat
Worcestershire. The Derbyshire game at York was also affected by the rain but
both sides forfeited an innings and we were successful in chasing 380 to win.
Again, injuries have played their part along with players going out on loan and
in the 5 games we have used 23 players. Will Fraine has scored 420 runs at 84
and Jordan Thompson 221 at 55.25, he also has 8 wickets at 18.38 but leading
wicket taker is Jared Warner with 10 at 5.6.
Our final 3 Championship games are at Liverpool v Lancashire (10-12.7.19),
home to Warwickshire at Stamford Bridge (16-18.7.19) and at Desborough
against Northants (30.7-1.8.19). Our T20 campaign begins at Weetwood against
Worcestershire on Monday 8th July (11.30 start) and against Warwickshire at the
same venue the following Monday.
We hope to see some of you during this next period and, as previously
mentioned, any feedback or thoughts for future updates.

Cricket Lunches

David Wood

Regular attenders at Southern Group match functions will know that the words
cricket and lunch are often mutually exclusive. We seem to have a habit of
taking the rain with us. However, we have still enjoyed good food and good
company at Headingley, Trent Bridge, Canterbury and elsewhere.
This year Guildford was the venue where the first day was washed out but we
kept dry in a marquee shared with The Cricket Society. We were joined at
various times by Andrew Gale, Geoff Cope and Grahame Clinton.
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As the latter talked about the centuries he had scored against Yorkshire, Geoff
complained that he hadn’t mentioned the centuries that Geoff had made…….
the 5 for 107, the 6 for ………
On day 4 of the Guildford match when Yorkshire’s batsmen were probably
grateful for the weather interruptions, some of us were heading north to
Headingley. This time we knew there would be no cricket because the occasion
was the 364 Club Lunch. You may not be aware of this annual event that has
been organised by Keith Moss since 2003. It is dedicated to the memory of Sir
Leonard Hutton and is held in June as close as possible to the date of his birth.
This year it took place in the new surroundings of the Emerald Suite in the
Emerald Stand. This second-floor room with viewing aspects across both rugby
and cricket playing areas is splendid and the photograph below probably
doesn’t do it justice. There were well over 200 guests including Brian Stott, Bob
Platt, Dickie Bird and, of course, our President, Richard Hutton.

The Emerald Stand with its Dual Aspect
There were two main speakers, MCC President Anthony Wreford and the Dean
of York, the Right Reverend Dr Jonathan Frost. Despite both being, as they
described themselves, “southern softies”, they had affection for Yorkshire
cricket and gave entertaining talks. These were followed by a vote of thanks
given by our own Tony Bradbury. Those of you who have heard Tony’s graces
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will not be surprised to hear that a complete stranger came up to Tony
afterwards and said “That was the best vote of thanks I have ever heard”.
Unfortunately, we were not able to explore the rest of the Emerald Stand but
look forward to the promised tour when the Southern Group are at Headingley
in July. After all, there will be plenty of time because, if we maintain our track
record, there probably won’t be any cricket.
The Bosifile, 2019 part I.
Leeds/Bradford MCCU at Weetwood, March 31st -April 2nd
The lack of early season cricket last year meant that all of the University side had
made their first-class debuts in the first round of 2019 matches. Leeds/Bradford
became the first University side to elect to bat on winning the toss. They made
a decent start, reaching 88 for three. But after lunch, Matthew Waite produced
a devastating display, moving the ball just enough to scythe through the
students’ batting with five for sixteen in twelve overs. Coad wrapped up the
innings with three wickets, and new signing Olivier picked up the other two.
All of Yorkshire’s top eight managed double figures but only two went on to
significant scores. Kohler-Cadmore grew in confidence as the innings
progressed, and completed a career best 176. Tattersall on the other hand
looked serene from the start. Both he and Waite had had an encouraging winter
and pre-season. This was his maiden ton, and he was unbeaten on 135 when
Yorkshire finally declared eight down, holding a lead of 370.
Three wickets went down with the score on 30, but skipper Dahl and Ashraf
survived the last hour. Fading light towards the end compelled Patterson to turn
to spin. Next morning, after a half-hour delay for rain, Olivier had just made the
break-through to end a stand of 69 when he picked up a minor injury and left
the field as a precautionary measure. Yorkshire struggled to make further
inroads. Patterson induced an edge to give Kohler-Cadmore the first of three
catches but the students went to lunch only five wickets down. Eventually
Leaning removed Ashraf for 62, giving Tattersall a stumping, and after an
indifferent start Pillans picked up two wickets. The innings ended just after 3
p.m. as the number 11 was unable to bat.
Leeds/Bradford 119 & 219 lost to Yorks 489-8 dec. by an innings and 151 runs.
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Notts at Trent Bridge, April 5th-8th
The experience of cricket in early April may have encouraged Patterson to invite
the home side to bat, but this was a straw coloured pitch with a short boundary
one side, and the ball being used this season has a less pronounced seam.
Nottinghamshire have assembled a batting line up from around the counties.
Derbyshire & Northants put on 75, then Sussex, Worcestershire and Lancashire
all shared in stands close to or above a half-century. Only the Notts raised (but
Leicestershire born) batsman fell cheaply. Coad looked the best of Yorkshire’s
bowlers but went wicketless and only a single bowling point was gleaned from
the opening day. On the second morning they bowled better. Joe Clarke
reached three figures on his Nottinghamshire debut, but Olivier whose genuine
pace at times added to the bye count, picked up a five wicket haul (for 96) on
his Yorkshire championship debut. After a disappointing start Patterson, who
may have felt a need to take wickets over-rode the need to stifle runs, finished
with 4-78 and along with Joe Root the best economy rate by a distance.
Lyth and Brook began the reply before lunch, and looked to have weathered the
opening attack when Brook was trapped in front for 30. Ballance looked out of
sorts and Root, who had not had the benefit of an innings against the students,
was badly dropped on 8 and again on 44. Lyth batted convincingly until lofting
Ball to mid-off when a century had seemed nailed on. Two more wickets fell as
the light deteriorated and an early close, partly the result of a slower over-rate
than Yorkshire had managed, was no disadvantage to Yorkshire.
The third day however was deeply disappointing. Before the follow-on had been
saved, Fletcher hit the stumps for the third time in the innings and Root
attempted an inappropriate forcing shot ending his innings on 73. Patel had only
been introduced to improve the over-rate and took 3-21 as Yorkshire fell short
of the third batting point. Coad, whose batting was the one highlight of the
lower order, took an early wicket but thereafter Yorkshire’s bowlers struggled
even more than in the first innings. The only contest came towards the end of
the day, when in light far worse than at the conclusion of day 2, Clarke was
seeking his second century of the match and Yorkshire doing everything they
could to prevent it, in the hope of delaying the declaration and reducing the time
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needed to bat for a draw. They succeeded in this endeavour at the cost of some
boundaries to Patel (23* in 18 balls).
Mullaney declared at the overnight score, leaving 96 overs in which to bowl out
Yorkshire whose target was an unlikely 447. When Lyth shouldered arms and
lost two stumps Yorkshire were a precarious 24 for two, but this time Ballance
and Root were much sounder. Ballance was content to occupy the crease and
was comfortably outscored by Root up to tea, the latter surviving a confident
shout for a leg-side catch at the wicket on 46. The home side went on the
defensive soon after lunch. In the final session, Root reached his seventh
century for Yorkshire and Ballance, dropped off Patel on 56, accelerate towards
a similar score. It was after 5 o’clock when Notts., in complete contrast to what
had occurred the night before, decided to set a field that would hasten the
century making, the sooner to shake hands on a draw. In clearing the ropes to
raise his 22nd century for Yorkshire, putting him level with Lyth, Ballance
extended the unbroken stand to 253, beating by one the previous highest for
Yorkshire against Notts. That was seventy years ago, by Close and Padgett.
Notts 408 & 329-5 dec. drew with Yorkshire 291 & 277-2. Yorkshire 9 points.

Hampshire @ West End, Eastleigh, April 11th-14th
Yorkshire fielded an unchanged side, opted to toss and won first use of a belter
of a wicket. After an early wicket, Lyth and Ballance settled into the job of
accumulating runs. Lyth was the more fluent, but he was caught at the wicket
just before lunch for 67 out of 109. This brought Root to the crease and during
the afternoon he steadily gained on his partner, over-taking him in the last over
before tea. But after the interval Hampshire exercised a stranglehold over the
scoring rate, and the fifth batting point disappeared from view. Root was
particularly becalmed, and after Ballance had become the leading century maker
in the current squad, Joe played on to Dawson six short of following him to three
figures. The second new ball was delayed by ten overs, in recognition of the
relative effectiveness of Dawson in keeping the score down.
Kohler-Cadmore had been padded up all week: for 68 overs at Trent Bridge on
Monday and a similar figure here, so Patterson came out as night-watchman
with more than six overs left. He saw out the day, and it was Ballance who was
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first to depart and end a total of 151 overs watching in pads for the most recently
capped player. Ballance was two short of 150 and his fifth championship
hundred on this ground is more than his tally anywhere else.
By this stage bonus points had ended, but the remaining batsmen all made runs.
Patterson was dropped on 26 and Tattersall on 23. Leaning made a solid
unbeaten 77 before Yorkshire declared. There were 26 overs to bowl, but
indifferent light limited the scope to use Olivier and eventually obliged Patterson
to use Root and Leaning. The latter induced a poor shot from the palindromic
overseas player (sigh, Aiden Markram, ed.) three overs from the close.
The night-watchman was soon dismissed, and then a bright start by Rossouw
was cut short by a miserly spell from Patterson, leading to an over-ambitious
heave to give Waite his wicket. Dawson and Northeast combined in a century
stand, but again Leaning induced a poor shot from the England all-rounder, well
caught by Root running back. After a long time on 99, Northeast succumbed to
the second new ball. It was clear by now that Hampshire would not save the
follow on, though the wicket remained benign. Hopes of a prompt close were
shattered along with three Hampshire helmets, and then Patterson ended the
innings on a hat-trick.
The end left Hampshire with another uncomfortable 25 overs to bat to the close.
They opted for the light roller this time and began well enough against Coad who
was getting some lateral movement and Olivier who bowled too much short
stuff but succeeded in a degree of intimidation.
Patterson made the break-through. Four of his five wickets in the post-tea
session were catches to Kohler-Cadmore, but the lbw against Vince was the key
wicket. Abbott came out at the fall of the fourth wicket, but did not last long,
perhaps unlucky to be adjudged lbw after all such appeals had been rejected in
the first two innings of the match. Hampshire limped to 50 just before the close.
Coad had bowled much better than in the opening game and was rewarded on
the final morning with three quick wickets. These included Ian Holland, who had
replaced McManus under the new concussion rules – he had had two of the
three dented helmets. Hampshire could not be accused of taking advantage
with the substitution of a more accomplished batsman as Holland was on the
field for but a single delivery. Barker gave Dawson better support, and this pair
took the game into the afternoon session. They had added over a hundred, a
Hampshire record for the ninth wicket against Yorkshire, when Patterson had
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Barker caught at the wicket. Dawson quickly followed for the third score in the
90s of the match, giving Yorkshire an innings win in mid-afternoon. Somerset
had easily beaten Notts at Trent Bridge, and Kent completed victory at
Edgbaston in the final session. For the next month Yorkshire would be second
in the table behind the west country side.
Yorks 554-7dec. beat Hants by 302 & 208 by an innings & 44 runs. Yorks 23 pts.

Yorkshire II v. Nottinghamshire II at Harrogate, April 24th-26th
This match was played in weather ideal for having David Millns to officiate. It
disrupted play, but thanks to judicious work by the umpire (who was happy to
assist the groundstaff when necessary) the maximum possible was secured.
The first interruption coincided with tea on day 1, by which time Yorkshire had
lost eight wickets scoring 246, with 75 from Loten. Fisher took them to a third
batting point and 278, and then took the first wicket before bad light and then
rain brought a premature close. Rain delayed the start next day, but as soon as
it ceased the umpires were out and a 12 noon start was promised, with lunch
put back to 2.15. This ensured that instead of eating in conditions fit for play,
the game continued until rain fell again at 1.30. Fisher and Warner had reduced
Notts to 4 for 3, and the fourth wicket fell just before the enforced break.
Yorkshire gave seven bowlers short spells, perhaps in the desire to ensure
everyone got a game before the weather intervened, though it was
disappointing that Fisher had only four overs on day 2 and Carver did not bowl
at all. Barnes had been replaced by Leech, who took two wickets. It transpired
that Barnes had disappeared on loan to Sussex. Incredibly, after the heavy rain,
it was announced that play would resume at 3.45 although it took a little longer,
even with Millns’ help, to clear the ground. By the revised tea interval, eight
wickets were down. It should have been nine, with every chance of enforcing
the follow-on, had Fisher held on to a chance in the deep. There was more rain,
a restart, the final bowling point and then a clap of thunder ended the day.
Warner needed only one ball to close out the innings on day 3.
Fraine and Loten compiled an unbeaten half century stand but three overs after
lunch, rain intervened for the last time.
Yorks. 278 & 87-1 drew with Notts. II 137. Yorkshire II 12 pts.
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Kent @ Canterbury, May 14th-17th
Yorkshire made two enforced changes, Bess (on loan from Somerset) replacing
fellow-England off-spinner Joe Root and Bresnan returning for the injured
Waite. Patterson won the toss and took first use of another benign looking
pitch. Lyth got a good ball straight away, but Brook and Ballance were scoring
freely until both were out, Brook to a shot selection not appropriate to four-day
cricket. Leaning looked to be digging in well, until a run out. Kohler-Cadmore
set off for a quick single but Leaning had been obliged to return to his crease to
avoid the possibility of a run out at the non-striker’s end, and set off rather late.
Kohler-Cadmore then compounded the felony with a hook into the hands of
long-leg. When Bresnan followed, Yorkshire lunched at 96 for six. The hoodoo
of a Southern Group lunch had struck again.
Yorkshire applied themselves much better after the break, and although no-one
reached thirty the last pair secured a batting point. Their stand was only ended
when Patterson was run out at the non-strikers end to an involuntary deflection,
proving that Claydon was just as capable as Kuhn of achieving a run out. Olivier
was too quick for Dickson, and at 71-4 Yorkshire were back in the game, only for
Crawley to be missed off Patterson when 25 – the first of five catches dropped
by Yorkshire in the match.
The fifth and sixth wickets added all but 20 of Yorkshire’s first innings score. The
Kent Ollie Robinson (both were born in Kent) completed a second century in
successive matches, this one against a stronger attack. Aided by the second new
ball, Yorkshire took the last five wickets for 35 to restrict the lead to 86. KohlerCadmore equalled the Yorkshire record of six catches by an outfielder.
This time Yorkshire batted sensibly, only Kohler-Cadmore falling to a loose
stroke until the time came for quick runs. Ballance and Leaning batted through
the third morning without giving a chance, and their stand was the second
highest for the fourth wicket at Canterbury by Yorkshire. Ballance completed
his hundred just before lunch and went on to make 159; Leaning was lbw for 69.
Bess again made useful runs, and the innings ended in time for eight overs
before close of play. Olivier’s hostility and Coad’s movement and accuracy
combined to take three wickets before the close.
It was a different story on the final morning after Kent made use of the heavy
roller. The night-watchman, Klaassen, eschewed run scoring and he and BellDrummond emulated Yorkshire’s fourth wicket pair in going through the session
15

without being parted. Bell-Drummond though was twice reprieved. The fiftieth
run of the session came up in the penultimate over. After two impeccable
maidens, Bresnan was injured and compelled to leave the field.
The lunch restored Yorkshire’s attack and the night-watchman fell to the first
ball he received after the break. Kuhn followed in the next over and within an
hour seven wickets were down. Blake and Podmore survived to the interval.
Leaning came out to practice bowling and was introduced into the attack to bowl
two overs before the new ball. He made the crucial break-through when Blake
was adjudged lbw. The new ball and the first over of the last sixteen were then
enough to conclude a hard fought victory. Coad’s figures of 6 for 52 were his
best away from Headingley.
Yorkshire 210 & 469 beat Kent 296 & 211 by 172 runs. Yorkshire 20 pts.

Hampshire @ Headingley, May 27th-30th
Yorkshire began their home programme on Spring Bank Holiday. The return to
Headingley coincided with a return to rain interruptions. Willey for the injured
Bresnan was the only change from Canterbury. Yorkshire won the opportunity
to bat after Hampshire had spurned the opportunity to insert them. They made
a bright start before the first of many rain interruptions. Brook continued to
frustrate with his seeming desire to score from every ball. Hampshire showed
their frustration with the weight of runs Ballance has accumulated against them
with an over-the-top appeal, only to be rewarded with his wicket for just twelve
soon afterwards. Edwards belied his years with a five wicket haul as Yorkshire’s
last five added only eleven and yet again batting points were non-existent.
There was time for an opening burst at the visitors, culminating in a wicket just
before the close. Yorkshire’s bowlers continued to bring the side back into the
game on day 2. Lyth damaged his hamstring in taking a sensational catch at slip
for the second wicket, and Rahane unaccountably gave Bess the charge and was
stumped. Rossouw repeated his frenetic performance at Hedge End and when
he top edged a catch Willey’s figures were 1-32 from four overs. Alsop, who had
yielded the keeping gloves to substitute Aneurin Donald after the first rain
interruption, batted briefly in his usual place but it was another late
replacement, Fuller for Abbott, who did most to secure a lead for the visitors
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with an unbeaten half century. Whatever the result here, Hampshire would top
the table at the end of this round of matches.
A longer rain delay between tea and 6.10 thinned the crowd ahead of the “meet
the players” event in the Long Room. There were two wickets to fall, but mixed
feelings as to how quickly they should be taken to avoid a tricky session of
batting. Coad polished off the innings at just about the best time, leaving three
overs to negotiate and a deficit of 54 to clear.
Both openers were caught at slip next day, leaving Ballance and Kohler-Cadmore
to clear the deficit in a stand of 141. Ballance had little of the strike at the start,
and after scoring freely when he had the chance was becalmed and outscored
by his partner. Leaning proved a reliable partner in turn but the whole of the
last session was lost to rain with Ballance on the brink of history, 83 not out.
The players were able to practice on the final morning, but each time it looked
as though play might start, rain reappeared. Eventually a start was made, and
Ballance collected two runs for his century, the first time a Yorkshire player has
reached this milestone in five successive championship matches. (Hutton
scored hundreds in seven successive matches in 1947/8, and in five successive
matches in 1952). Rain returned to suspend play in the following over.
An early lunch was taken in a rare dry period and play resumed at 1.25 with rain
again in the air. The need was for quick runs and Ballance and Leaning perished
in the cause, before Tattersall’s half century supported by Willey took Yorkshire
to a lead of 278 and a challenging declaration. Soames quickly failed in a bid to
bat like Rossouw, and after Coad had cleaned up Rahane and Northeast
Rossouw was obliged to bat more like Soames – over two hours for a half
century. Bess picked up a couple of wickets but too much time had been lost to
rain and the players shook hands shortly before the scheduled close.
Yorkshire 181 & 332-5 dec. drew with Hants 235 & 158-5. Yorkshire 8 points.
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Yorkshire v. Essex at Headingley, June 3rd- 6th
The weight of second team runs scored by Will Fraine and the skittishness of
Brook’s recent batting brought the one change to the home side. Patterson
maintained his excellent record with the toss and new pairing produced the best
start of the season to date, a stand of 77.
Just as it seemed Yorkshire would claim the opening session, Ballance embarked
on a non-existent second run. He had been batting with the sublimity of a man
who had scored a century in each of his last five championship matches. Order
was restored when Lyth and Kohler-Cadmore batted through the afternoon
session, but then four wickets went quickly (Lyth for 95). Tattersall and Bess
could have faced the new ball straight away, but it was delayed to preserve some
shine into day 2. They survived, and after a slow start in the best conditions of
the match for swing bowling fashioned a partnership of 90 for the seventh
wicket. Bess scored the more freely and looked deserving of promotion in the
batting order. The last two wickets fell to inappropriately aggressive shots when
he was within one of a first championship ton.
Coad produced a lifting and leaving delivery to remove the ex-England captain
and knight of the realm before rain brought an early close. It was far too windy
on day 3 for the bowlers. Essex made their way to 190 for three before the
innings imploded. Bess was bowling steadily and the middle order struggled
against Olivier and Willey. At one point nine overs were bowled without a run
scored, including two wicket maidens. Siddle was badly dropped at the wicket
and this cost Yorkshire the chance of enforcing the follow-on. Although the light
was steadily improving, the umpires decided it was not fit. The officials in this
game were far less crowd friendly than those in the Hampshire game and
unfortunately some spectators made their displeasure known.
The players returned after 12 overs had been lost and the ninth wicket swiftly
fell, but the last proved elusive as Siddle made Yorkshire pay for the earlier
mistake. He and Sam Cook were still together at the close.
They survived for another hour on the final day. Yorkshire seemed resigned to
the draw and the main interest was in whether they could prevent Essex from
claiming a third batting point – achieved with five runs to spare. The lead was
only 81 and in theory Essex were the more likely winners from this point, but
once Ballance joined Lyth there was no hint of disaster. Siddle was not fully fit
and the left-handers set about batting out time. Both secured half centuries and
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a century stand until just before tea a small cloud produced enough rain to
persuade the umpires to leave the field.
In the tea interval, the brief shower became a deluge, washing away any hope
of play and any chance Ballance might have had to extend his run. Elsewhere,
Somerset, mainly through Jack Brooks, defeated Surrey to top the table, all
teams having played five matches. His Somerset landlord though had had an
excellent game here, bringing balance to the side – one of Yorkshire’s most
inspired signings, albeit for a limited period.
Yorkshire 390 & 107-1 drew with Essex 309. Yorkshire 11 pts.

Surrey v. Yorkshire @ Guildford, June 10th-13th
If Southern Group lunches are ever associated with stoppages in play, a joint
event with the Cricket Society proved even more so. It rained all morning, and
deluged all afternoon. Few people were prepared for a prompt start next day
and were taken by surprise when the hardworking ground staff delivered the
goods. Yorkshire had no time for the toss, and as elsewhere throughout the
country, invited the home side to bat. Guildford is normally a place where you
would want to bat first, and even with the game reduced to three days that
remained the case. With breakfast undercooked, so was the Yorkshire attack.
Foakes looked imperious and his stand with Surrey debutant Smith exceeded
100 runs in what was otherwise a low scoring match.
However, there was one glorious over from Patterson that retrieved the day for
Yorkshire, in which he hit the stumps three times to remove both of the
aforementioned batsmen and Jacks, another tipped for future England colours
(and possibly Whites as well). He had been obliged to take the second new ball
with Coad because of an injury to Olivier. Jordan Thompson, also making his
debut in the absence of David Willey, acquitted himself well and earned his two
wickets. Bad light curtailed play after 95 overs, with the homes 290 for 8.
Yorkshire should have wrapped up the innings swiftly next morning, when more
movement was discernible. Unfortunately, at 293-9, another regulation catch
went down. Like the Siddle drop the previous week, it had an impact on the
follow-on, costing twenty runs that were to make the difference. Patterson did
get his man eventually, to finish with 5-81.
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Fraine and Lyth responded with a half-century partnership, ended with a good
low catch by Jacks. Shortly afterwards the rain closed in and there was no
further play on day 3.
There was a touch of surrealism to the final day, which began on time despite
further overnight rain and the threat of showers. Anyone not present by the
start would have struggled to find a seat, not because a massed army of Surrey
fans had determined to defy the forecast but because the winding down
operation at the end of Guildford’s first two week festival was underway. The
members’ bar was closed and an apparently large supply of cakes had sold out
by tea. There was every chance that the weather would not allow Yorkshire time
to score any batting points, but the surreal atmosphere and the wicket spiced
up by frequent showers ensured they never got near to a batting point anyway.
Ballance fell to the first ball of the day; Bess also got a useful delivery first up.
Some of the other dismissals were less worthy of a side third in the
championship.
Yorkshire were 93 for seven when a more prolonged spell of rain brought an
early lunch. When play resumed the tail showed a little more metal, and
Thompson again acquitted himself with credit, to be last out for the top score of
the innings, 34. After tea, Yorkshire had to negotiate 13.3 overs before bad light
and light rain brought proceedings to a close.
Surrey 313 drew with Yorkshire 148 & 30-0. Yorkshire 8 points.

Yorkshire v. Warwickshire, York, June 17th-20th
The keenly awaited return to York after an interval of over 125 years proved a
triumph for the efforts of the local club. Apart from an inaudible tannoy,
everything passed swimmingly. A poor weather forecast limited the crowd on
days 1 and 3, though in the event there was more play than expected and a
thrilling game ran deep into the final session. Only ten overs remained when
the winning boundary was hit.
Unlike the new vaster edifice at Guildford, York were able to open their pavilion
to members and were rewarded by the rapid turn-over of beer including two
barrels of the Leaning Batch 34, both of which lasted less than two sessions of
play. Brewed by his sponsor Old Snaith, the price includes a donation to charity
– as does a pint of Boycott’s Best which has been brewed by Leeds.
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On the field, Willey returned for the injured Olivier and Logan for Bess, whose
loan period had ended. Warwickshire opted to insert and Yorkshire had to
contend with interruptions and weather uncertainty. Remarkably in a total of
259, three players made their best score for Yorkshire and Patterson too came
within three runs of his top score. After the early loss of Lyth, Fraine and
Ballance added 85 for the second wicket before the catastrophic loss of five
wickets for eight runs. Yorkshire’s chief tormentor was Oliver Hannon-Dalby but
Patel posed problems for the left-handers and had Ballance lbw after tea.
However, Willey played sensibly for 46, adding sixty with the Yorkshire skipper,
who then received solid support from Logan. On the second morning, they
batted sensibly to secure a second batting point, Patterson making 60 and Logan
an unbeaten 20.
Willey was entrusted with the new ball but proved rather profligate. Coad
removed Rhodes but the Warwickshire number 3, Yates, was badly dropped off
Patterson before he had scored. He and Sibley featured in a century stand
before Patterson prised open the innings with three wickets. Next morning
Warwickshire equalled Yorkshire’s batting point tally with three wickets in hand,
but either side of lunch Thompson and Willey made short work of them. As
usual, Patterson had proved extremely difficult to score from but Thompson
Leaning and Logan all had economy rates below two and a half. Yorkshire led
by 5, and another tense session saw them to 96-3 at tea. In the last session of
day 3, however, three profligate dismissals undermined the innings and
Patterson and Leaning had to bat through the final ten overs of the day to see
the innings in to day 4. Leaning closed on 47, and duly completed his third half
century of the season, and by far the most hard earned, on the final morning.
He added 39 with Patterson, 21 with Logan and eleven with Coad before
becoming Patel’s first right-handed victim of the match. Hanon-Dalby had
match figures of 9-137. Warwickshire had been hampered by injury to Norwell.
The target of 217 looked close to par, but Yorkshire were unable to make any
inroads with the new ball. The sun had emerged and conditions were easiest
for batting, although scoring quickly remained difficult. Patterson persisted with
pace until the 30th over, and then turned to Leaning who had looked more
threatening in the first innings and had had a catch dropped. He troubled Sibley
with his arm ball but proved meat and drink to his former team mate who
plundered 26 from an over. Willey also leaked runs at a rate well above that
which generally obtained, although he did remove Rhodes for 83 after an
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opening stand of 132. Logan had three tidy overs from the City End, the opposite
one to that used by Patel in his unbroken 31 over spell.
After tea, Yorkshire were quieter in the field and looked to be resigned to defeat.
Belatedly, with fifty needed to win, Logan was introduced at the Football end
and began to make an impact. After a thrilling catch by the skipper, the fourth
wicket fell to Patterson’s bowling with 34 needed. With fifteen wanted, Logan
struck again, and two more wickets fell before Patel got his side over the line.
Logan had 4-22 in thirteen overs. Warwickshire won because they fielded better
and had the better batting conditions.
Kent had walloped Notts at Tunbridge Wells to leave them well adrift. With
Yorkshire sitting out the next round, they reached SG News Press date in a
comfortable mid-table position.
Yorks 259 & 211 lost to Warwicks 254 & 219-7 by three wickets. Yorkshire 5 pts.

Yorkshire II v. Kent II, Scarborough, June 21st
This was the semi-final of the 50 over competition. Yorkshire had topped the
north group to earn this home tie against the second placed southern team.
Inserted by Kent, Yorkshire made a healthy 294 all out in the last over, built
around a century from Will Fraine. Disappointingly for the decent sized crowd,
George Hill was run out without scoring, responding a fraction late to the call for
a quick single.
Fisher’s economical opening spell produced an early wicket, but thereafter
Yorkshire struggled to contain the batsmen. Blake, whose only first class
hundred was at Headingley in 2010, made another ton here and Kent won with
more than seven overs to spare.
Yorkshire II 294 lost to Kent II 298-4 by six wickets.
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New Members
We are delighted to welcome the following:
Brian Hague of Winchester
John Dewhurst of Teddington

Review: A Game Sustained, by Jeremy Lonsdale, reviewed by Ned Holt
Jeremy Lonsdale’s history of the development of Yorkshire CCC, ‘A Game Taken
Seriously’, was reviewed in issue 134. This is not exactly a sequel. Rather than
simply taking the next chunk of Yorkshire history, the author has chosen to
focus on one particular question, the impact of World War One on cricket in
the county. The force of that impact in wider terms is well known. It could be
argued that in focussing on a relatively trivial aspect, the book is in danger of a
lop-sided view, but the work has a clear awareness that there was a more
important world beyond the boundaries of cricket, and that that world was in
trauma.
Many of the issues revealed here would be reflected in other aspects of life in
those dreadful years. Was it acceptable to play cricket at such a time of crisis,
and if so, on what basis? There were a variety of answers given, even within
Yorkshire, but it is clear that all came from men genuinely trying to address the
moral dilemma. Then there were the plain practicalities of maintaining wellestablished clubs, given the absence of so many young men, and the new
priorities for all. To say nothing of the county club itself, anxious to maintain
subscriptions, though there was no county cricket to put on show.
Impressively, many members continued to pay their subs; some even
increased them. That is just one of a number of fascinating snippets of detail. I
am still trying to picture Wilfred Rhodes at work in a munitions factory.
Unsurprisingly perhaps, apparently he became very interested in some of the
technicalities involved.
As in so many areas, the circumstances produced by the War provoked social
change. One of the most interesting areas of the book concerns the role of
professionals. Suddenly League cricket offered a chance to see the nation’s
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finest. On the other hand, I wonder whether their colleagues really always
appreciated their efforts. Clearly when Saltaire received a reply to their advert
which said simply ‘will I do?’, they must have had little difficulty in giving a
positive response to S. F. Barnes. 18 wickets for 22 runs in the next two games,
including 5 in 5 balls, was no doubt an extraordinary spectacle, but I wonder
how much his colleagues enjoyed their cricket in these unique circumstances.
There is much to savour here in another significant contribution to cricket
history. Much can be learnt about more than cricket.
ACS Publications, ISBN 978 1 912421 08 4

Correspondence:
The Australians at Grindleford
or
More on Yorkshire against Australia

Martin Howe

Anthony Bradbury’s article on Yorkshire’s match against the Australians at
Bramall Lane in 1938 (Newsletter, April 2019) brought memories for me, not of
the match, I was two year’s old at the time, but of the hotel where the
Australians stayed, the Maynard Arms (now the Maynard) in Grindleford, a
small village in the Peak District about eight miles from Sheffield. Grindleford
station on the Hope Valley line is opposite, if invisible from, the hotel, giving
easy access to the city.
Built in 1851 as a handsome family home, the hotel was the venue for my
wedding reception in 1959 and for a number of special occasions thereafter
until I moved south in 1973. I remember that the main hallway of the building
was adorned with framed photographs of all the Australian teams that had
stayed at the hotel, a number of them with autographs. The first was the 1930
side, which had rejected the Grand Hotel in central Sheffield, one of only two
in the city until the 1960s and now demolished, because of the smokiness and
grime for which Sheffield was renowned. The Australians stayed at the
Maynard on each of their subsequent tours until 1964, that is, eight times in
all. They did not stay at the hotel in 1968, when Fred Trueman famously led
Yorkshire to victory at Bramall Lane, and there was no fixture in 1972 by which
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time the fate of Bramall Lane as a cricket ground was sealed (and the match at
Bradford that season was rained off without a ball bowled). I suspect the 1968
Australians were based at the Hallam Tower Hotel, the first million pound hotel
in the city, opened in 1965, the year of the Clean Air Act that was to transform
the atmosphere in central and industrial Sheffield.
In 2009 I returned to the Maynard as part of my Golden Wedding anniversary
celebrations and was most disappointed to find that the photographs were no
longer on display. After I had read Anthony Bradbury’s article, I contacted the
hotel to see if they could tell me what had happened to the photographs.
Apparently, about 15 years ago, when new owners began a major
refurbishment of the hotel, the photographs were taken down. Nothing was
known of their whereabouts until three years ago when four were discovered
in storage, those of the 1930, 1938, one of those with autographs, 1948 and
1953 tourists. It is not known what happened to the rest.
The hotel management then decided to make a display of cricket memorabilia
in the hotel bar featuring the four group photographs. There is also a
photograph of the South African tourists of 1951 who presumably also stayed
in the hotel. There are a number of framed sets of cigarette cards of Australian
and English cricketers, perhaps intended to compensate for the gap years, and
three old cricket bats of unknown (to the hotel) provenance. The display
includes a framed account of the 1938 Australians’ success in retaining the
Ashes and a brief reference to their stay in the hotel. Therein an example is
provided of Lindsay Hassett’s fondness for practical jokes: “he thought it
amusing to smuggle one of the many goats that resided around the Peak
District into the bedroom he shared with team mates McCabe and O’Reilly.”
How times have changed for touring cricketers!
Grindleford may be off the beaten track for members of the Southern Group
but anyone vacationing in the Peak District might like to pop into the Maynard
and take a look at the photographs and other memorabilia.
As to the cricket, all the “Maynard matches” were drawn. The outstanding
individual performance was in the 1930 fixture when Clarrie Grimmett took all
ten Yorkshire wickets for only 36, only the third time an Australian had taken
all ten. The outcomes of the five post-war matches can be briefly summarised
along with the famous victory in 1968 when the Australian team were not
staying at the Maynard.
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1948: Australia 249 (Bradman 54, Yorkshire 206 (Toshack 7 for 81). Australia
285 for 5 dec. (Brown 113, Bradman 86), Yorkshire 85 for 4.
I was at the first day of this match and so can boast that I saw Don Bradman
bat. The match ended acrimoniously. Bradman, determined that Australia
should be undefeated on the tour, did not declare his second innings until
Yorkshire would need 328 for victory in the three hours or so remaining for
play. Norman Yardley showed his displeasure by shuffling his batting order and
allowing the match to peter out.
1953: Yorkshire 377 (Hutton 87, Watson 61), Australia 323 for 9 dec. (Miller 88,
Hole 71, Harvey 69), Wardle 5 for 117), Yorkshire 220 for 3 (Hutton 84, Wilson
56*).
This was a match to justify the cry in the 1950s for brighter cricket. Yorkshire
set the tone by scoring at only 1.6 runs an over in their first innings. There was
some marathon bowling. For Australia Bill Johnstone bowled 46 overs for 2
wickets for 156 runs while in Australia’s reply Johnny Wardle got through 50.2
overs for his 5 for 117.
1956: Australia 306 for 7 dec. (MacKay 122*, Craig 76), Yorkshire 96 for 4.
In his first season as captain, Billy Sutcliffe had a weak side to take on the
Australians but the match was ruined by rain.
1961: Australia 306 for 7 dec. (Simpson 160), Yorkshire 166, Australia 180 for 3
dec. (Lawry 84, O’Neill 64), Yorkshire 237 for 7.
With Stott injured and unable to bat in each innings, and Trueman batting as
high as number six, a draw was a creditable result for Yorkshire.
1964: Australia 295 for 8 dec. (O’Neill 134, Potter 62), Yorkshire 113 (Sellers 5
for 36) and, following on, 340 for 6 dec. (Taylor 160, Padgett 70), Australia 112
for 7.
Despite having to follow on, Yorkshire had a real chance of winning on the final
day. It began with Yorkshire 136 for 1 and the second wicket pair of Taylor and
Padgett were not parted until they had scored 197 together. Wickets then fell
quickly until the declaration that left Australia to make 208 to win. They were
96 runs short with just three wickets in hand at the close.
1968: Yorkshire 355 for 9 dec. (Boycott 96, Padgett 56, Illingworth 69*),
Australia 148 (Lawry 58), and 138 (Walters 62).
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Perhaps Fred Trueman’s finest hour as, in Brian Close’s absence, he led
Yorkshire to their first victory over Australia since 1902 and in convincing style.
“An impressive display of purposeful cricket” in Wisden’s words. While it was
indeed an all-round team effort, it was the bowlers who carried the day: with
two run outs, Illingworth took eight wickets in the match, Trueman six and
Hutton four.
In recognition of Yorkshire’s triumph, local businessman and benefactor Sir
Stuart Goodwin donated £10,000 towards improvement of the facilities at
Bramall Lane - a fine gesture but sadly one too little and too late. Within five
years Yorkshire had played their final match at the old ground, a ground older
indeed than the Yorkshire Club.
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